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Minutes of the Committee Meeting 
Sunday19th June 2016 at 7:00pm @Manningham Mills Sports Association 

 
 

8:00 pm - Apologies - Jawed & Javed 
8:10 pm - Conflict of interest – Three of the members present were representing club who were in 

the quarter finals. 
 
  Qualification for the Yasmin and Shaid Cup Round 

The league secretary called for the meeting to discuss the issue of qualification. The chair 
highlighted that both the league secretary and the chair had been involved with the semi-final 
of the Chefgenie and the following rules were applied: 
 
18. Cup and Shield matches.  
Each player playing in the quarter finals cup round should have played in one completed league 
game for the same club he is representing for the club to qualify, a player can only represent 
one club in each season and will be deemed cup tied if he then transfers to another club. For 
both the semi-finals and final, players must have played in 2 completed league fixtures for the 
same club he is representing in the cup game to qualify. 
 
 
Substitutes and Runners – MCC Rules applicable to our league as per league rule 12a 
(a) If the umpires are satisfied that a nominated player has been injured or become ill since the 
nomination of the players, they shall allow that player to have, 
(i) a substitute acting for him in the field. 
ii) a runner when batting.  
 
Any injury or illness that occurs at any time after the nomination of the players until the 
conclusion of the match shall be allowable, irrespective of whether play is in progress or not. 
 
Substitutes and Runners – MCC Rules not applicable to our league 
(b) The umpires shall have discretion to allow, for other wholly acceptable reasons, a 
substitute fielder or a runner to act for a nominated player, at the start of the match, or at 
any subsequent time. 
 
After a debate it was agreed that we had to be consistent and apply the same ruling as that 
which was applied to the semi-final of the shield earlier in the day which would mean that if 
player(s) were not available to play the Quarter final cup games during mid-week the teams 
would not be able to field any substitute fielders.  It was also agreed that we may need to 
review the ruling at the next AGM for the cup rounds for player to substitute during mid-
week re-arranged fixtures. 
 
Meeting closed at 8.35pm. 

  
 

 


